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Professors to Take
Joshua Artz
Civil Engineering
Sophomore
If you’re like me, you have probably already started to
think about your schedule for next semester. More
importantly, you are probably thinking about who you
would like to have a class with. While having a certain
teacher does not guarantee that you will get an A in the
class, you may find that certain teachers better suit your
needs with their particular teaching style. Here are just a
few teachers for your classes that most students tend to
favor.
Physics 2305/2306
I had Professor Nelson for PHYS 2305 and I found that he
did a very good job at ensuring his students are well
prepared for all of the exams in the class. He always goes
over multiple examples in class, all of which are similar to
the types of questions that appear on the exam. In
addition to that, he usually does small experiments that
display key concepts to help you visualize what is going
on in a given problem. In addition to Nelson, most others
would recommend Khan for both the PHYS 2305 and
2306 class.
Linear Algebra (MATH 2114)
If you happen to be taking Linear Algebra next semester,
Professor Hagen is a good professor to have. Most

Meghan Eck
Mechanical Engineering
Sophomore

people may not be hyped when they find out she makes
all of her students record videos explaining how to
solve a problem. However, I found this to be extremely
helpful in making sure I understood the concepts
demonstrated in class. Being able to explain how to
solve a problem is just as important as being able to get
the right answer. In addition to this, Professor Hagen
(or Susan, as she prefers to be called) genuinely cares
about all of her students and maintains a pretty casual
environment. She also does her best to make her way
around the class while you are working on problems to
answer any questions you may have.
ESM Classes
If you have talked with anyone who has taken any ESM
class such as Statics or Dynamics, chances are, you have
probably heard the name Chang thrown around. I can
attest that he is as good as everyone makes him out to
be. He does an excellent job at explaining not only how
to solve a problem, but how to approach one that may
seem rather challenging. His in-class examples as well
as his homework assignments cover just about everything that will be on his tests, meaning you will always
be well prepared for an exam (as long as you take the
time to study). Definitely be on the lookout for him
when you are signing up for classes such as Statics,
Dynamics, and Deforms.
Like I said before, just having one of these teachers will
not ensure that you are going to pass the class with an
A. You still have to put in a lot of hard work and
dedication. However, these teachers will make sure you
enjoy coming to class and that you stay engaged the
entire time.

A Thanksgiving Do and Don’t
Deionjalei Miller
Chemical Engineering
Sophomore
We are finally to the point in the
semester where we are only a few
days away from our long-awaited
Thanksgiving Break (woohoo!!!) We are
close to the finish line and this break gives us a chance to
regroup and motivate ourselves to finish the semester
strong. As you embark on your stress free week-long
journey filled with turkey comas and relaxation, there is a
Do and a Don’t that you should keep in mind.
Do
1.

Destress, rest, enjoy family time and treat yourself

Even though you have tests and a ton of assignments
waiting for you once you get back, don’t be afraid to take
one day off where you can just relax, binge watch Netflix
shows, go shopping etc. and just enjoy yourself. All work
and no play is never a good combination, so be sure to
have some fun on your break.

Student Discounts
Meghan Eck
Mechanical Engineering
Sophomore
As many of us know, college is not cheap.
Everyday a hungry college student is forced
to eat cheap ramen on the floor of their
room because they can’t afford anything
better and their chair is covered in clothes they don’t have the
money to wash. Help a college student in need: Inform them of
the ample services that offer a discount for students.
(All rates seen here are monthly, and don’t include tax)
Amazon If you sign up with a student email, you can get a 6-month free
trial of Amazon prime. After the trial is up, college students will
have to pay, but at a discounted price of $5.49. More info can
be found at https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/
display.html?nodeId=201895520
Spotify + Hulu With this offer, you can get Spotify Premium, along with Hulu
Limited Commercials, for the old Spotify for students
discounted price of $4.99. Basically, you get two services for

Don’t
1.

Spend your Whole Week Doing Nothing

I get it. When it is time for you to go on break, you break
to the max. Unfortunately, your deadlines and test dates
don’t take a break. If you let your brain go on vacation
for a whole week, it will be difficult to get back into “go
mode” once you get back. Make sure you are stimulating
your mind and staying abreast with what material you
are responsible for in each class during your break. Look
over your notes even if it’s only a quick 10- 20-minute
review.
Enjoy you break Hokies and keep these tips in mind!

the price of one. More in can be found at https://
www.spotify.com/us/student/.
Apple (and others!) Fans of Apple products may be excited to know that as a
student, you can get a discount on laptops and other products
when you order online. You can also get a discounted rate of
$4.99 for Apple music. More info can be found at https://
www.apple.com/us-hed/shop and https://support.apple.com/
en-us/HT205928.
Apple isn’t the only company to offer student discounts.
Microsoft, Dell, Lenovo, and other tech offer discounts on their
products for students.
Only you can prevent destitution. Call today at 1-800-FeedThem (disclaimer: not a real phone number)

